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Key advantages of Niagara Analytics 2.0

Discover and mitigate the operational issues holding back your business

- Leverage Niagara 4 data modeling
  - Shorten the engineering time it takes to set up your advanced applications
- Scale your engineering logic
  - New fully programmable wiressheet components simplify analyzing data throughout a station with NO need to learn a new programming language
- Real-time control with new historical context
  - Combine real-time data with historical data to discover inefficiencies or perform closed loop analytics on JACE® 8000s
Demo
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Niagara 4.2 and Niagara Analytics 2.0

Every Niagara 4 Supervisor and JACE® 8000 base license will have a base option of Niagara Analytics 2.0 with all features and functionality of the product, and 25 analytical points.
Resources

Demo station – coming soon
niagara-community.com (analytics group)

Training
tridiumuniversity.com
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